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SUMMARY OF ACA 53 AND JARVIS IV INITIATIVE 
• 
SUMMARY OF ACA AND JARVIS IV INITIATIVE 
ACA 53 (Johnson), which is essentially to 
posed Jarvis IV Initiative on the November 
proposal which revises many of the provis of Propos 
of June 1978, and establishes new restrictions on the 
state and local governments to use fees to fund pub 
The following is a brief overview of the proposal; many 
fications are discussed in the body of the analysis. 
Rollback to 1975 Values Proposition 13, as 
the courts, rolled back property values to ir 1975 levels 
allowed for three annual adjustments of 2% up to 1978. s 
measure eliminates the three 2% adjustments, and requires re 
to be paid (with 13% interest). Somewhat over half of all 
erty taxpayers -- those with the lowest assessment se --
have their current property taxes reduced, while most other 
taxpayers would face increases. 
Property taxes will increase for some taxpayers se 
rollback of the 2% factor will reduce the assessed values 
which the tax rates for bonded debt are levied. In order to 
generate the revenue sufficient to meet bond payments, rates 
(those levied in excess of the basic 1% rate) will have to be 
increased. Thus, taxpayers who do not benefit from the 2% roll-
back not only won't get the benefit of assessed value reduction 
but will have to pay more because of the debt rate 
Of the property tax relief provided by this provision, most 
will go to income-producing property. Homeowners account 
less than 35% of property tax collections. 
Non-Ad Valorem Taxes Included in 1% Limit Non-ad 
property taxes are to be included in the 1% property tax 
As the present property tax is almost universally at 1%, 
no room for these additional rates and they will probably 
invalid, despite the fact that some have been approved by a two-
thirds vote of the community. 
Fees This proposal contains a number of restrictions on 
ability of government to impose fees. Fees may be imposed 
for the direct costs of services or benefits provided, or to 
for the direct cost of a regulatory activity. Governments are 
prohibited from using proceeds of fees to pay for 
pension liabilities. 
Local governments must obtain a two-thirds vote of the people 
to impose a new fee or to increase fees more than 
the CPI. This includes fees paid for enterprise activities, 
as electricity, water, transit, hospital care, etc. 
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At the state 
than the increase 
of the Legis 
These provis 
government's 
providing services. 
, new fees or increases 
CPI must be imposed 
are ambiguous in many re 
set fees which cover 
s greater 
a two-thirds vote 
s and limit 
actual cost of 
Debt Rates Current law, as clarified by Carman and 
Goodman court decis , provides that voter-approved retirement 
systems, and payments to meet state water plan contract require-
ments, may be funded through add-on property tax rates. Also, 
bonds which were approved by the voters before Proposition 13 but 
have not yet been issued may be funded through add-on rates. 
This proposal narrows the definition of add-on rates to 
bonded indebtedness. It appears to prohibit add-on rates for 
voter-approved but as yet unissued bonds, for voter approved 
retirement systems and for payments for state water project 
contracts. 
Local Taxing Authority Current law provides local govern-
ments with limited taxing authority. "Special" taxes can only be 
levied by a two-thirds vote of the people. Under the Supreme 
Court's Farrell ision, local governments (cities mainly) have 
the authority to several specific "general" taxes, primarily 
business license lity user taxes, by a vote of the council 
or governing 
This measure res any local tax measure to be approved by 
a two-thirds vote of the people, retroactive to August 15, 1983. 
However, because of an ambiguity in this proposal, some have 
suggested that a two-thirds popular vote may not be required for 
local taxes which are enacted or authorized by a two-thirds 
legislative vote. 
State Taxing Authority Present law requires a two-thirds 
legislative vote for any measure enacted for the purpose of 
increasing revenues. 
This measure require a two-thirds legislative vote for 
any change in any tax which increases the amount of any tax 
levied upon any taxpayer, retroactive to August 15, 1983. 
Because a state tax reduction increases the amount of federal 
income tax levied on a taxpayer (due to reduced deductions for 
state taxes), it be that this language could be interpreted 
to require most tax reduction measures to be subject to a two-
thirds vote. 
Special Assessments 
may only be used to 
levied only on ; 
special bene 
This proposal provides that assessments 
for local capital improvements; may be 
must only be levied for the "direct and 
land" upon which are levied. It 
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would thus invalidate some current local assessments for fire and 
flood protection and other services. An assessment in excess of 
these limits would be considered a tax, requiring a two-thirds 
popular or legislative vote, and may be subject to a refund (with 
13% interest). 
Property Valuation Standards Presently, Proposition 13 sets 
the assessed value of practically all property at the value when 
acquired or constructed (or the 1975 value) plus 2% per year 
after the "base year." This measure modifies that standard by 
substituting "purchase price" and "direct cost of any new con-
struction" for the "market value" standards which property 
appraisers have historically used. 
This measure also contains language relating to the valuation 
of single-family owner-occupied homes. There is no agreement as 
to what this provision means. A similar provision would also 
apply to nonprofit golf courses. 
Intrafamily Transfers Proposition 13 prohibits reassessments 
except for new construction and changes in ownership. Presently, 
interspousal transfers and some transfers to minors are exempt 
from reassessment when a change of ownership occurs. This mea-
sure expands the exemption to include most family members (except 
cousins, nieces and nephews), and to guardians or trustees of 
family members. This exemption would apply to all real property, 
including family businesses and corporations. 
Fiscal Effect It is impossible to estimate the fiscal effect 
of this measure with any degree of accuracy. It will depend on 
how the ambiguous provisions are resolved. 
The property tax reduction provisions of this measure will 
reduce property tax revenues in 1985-86 by an amount in the 
$1.8 to $2.0 billion range. 
Economic Effect A number of the State's principal business 
organizations have indicated that this proposal will have an 
adverse effect on the state's business climate, due principally 
to the restrictions on the use of fees for enterprise activities, 
the curtailment of the use of previously voted but unissued bonds 
and the restrictions on the payment of state water contract pay-
ments out of the property tax. 
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II. SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS 
Text of Proposal 
Page 7, Lines 13-20 of ACA 53, " XIII A, Sec-
tion 4.5 (a): As used in this artie , the term 'tax' 
means any levy or charge, however labeled or structured, 
including, but not limited to, any levy for the purpose of 
paying pension liabilities, made by the state, any local 
governmental entity, or any agency or instrumentality of 
either the state or a local governmental entity which does 
not constitute a fee, an assessment or a fine, as defined 
in subdivision (b)." 
Page 7, Lines 34-40 and Page 8, Lines 1-7, "Article 
XIII A, Section 4.5 (b) (2): 'Assessment' means a charge 
which is levied upon particular real property within a 
limited area for the payment of cost of a local capi-
tal improvement to land which directly and specially bene-
fits particular real property, which meets all of the 
following criteria: 
(A) It is levied exclusively on land. 
(B) It is based whol on and limited in amount to 
direct and special benefits to the land upon which it is 
levied. 
(C) It creates no personal 1 lity for the person 
whose land is assessed. 
(D) It is limi 
the duration and scope of 
improvement." 
as to time and locality by 
lication of the capital 
Page 8, Lines 11-23, "Article XIII A, Section 4.5 (b) 
(4): The excess of any purported fee imposed over the 
direct costs of the service or direct benefit con rred or 
provided to payers or the direct costs of the regula-
tory program for which the fee is charged, shall consti-
tute a tax. The excess of any purported assessment levied 
over the costs of the capital improvement for which the 
assessment is levied, shall constitute a tax. If any 
portion of a purported fee or purported assessment consti-
tutes a tax and such tax has not been validly imposed, any 
person who paid the fee or assessment shall be entitled to 
receive from the entity imposing the fee or assessment a 
refund of that portion constituting a tax, plus 13-percent 
interest from the date of payment." 
A. Current Law 
Current law (Artie XIII A of the Constitution) contains 
only one reference to "assessments," in connection with their 
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authorization to 
previously voted 
pay the interest and redemption charges on 
indebtedness. The Constitution elsewhere pro-
v s for 
ments by 
B. Proposal 
This proposal p 
Article XIII A: 
st proceedings with respect to assess-
s and counties. 
s a definition of "assessments" in 
1. Assessments are limited to the cost of capital 
s to 
2. The charge must be on land only. 
3. The must relate to the specific property. 
4. The assessment must not create a personal liability 
on owner. 
provides that any excess revenue over the 
to land shall be considered a 
validly imposed must be 
The proposal 
costs of the cap 
tax, and any 
refunded to r st from the date of payment. 
C. Purpose 
Since the pass of Proposition 13, there has been a sub-
stantial increase almost tenfo ) the amount of capital 
improvements to land which are funded through assessments. The 
presumed intent of s provision is to limit or repeal some of 
these special assessments. 
The second purpose 
definition of "taxes." 
ch is not a 
not defined di 
is not a tax 
D. Analysis 
of sion is to "complete" the 
Taxes are defined as any levy or charge 
assessment or a fine. Since "taxes" are 
complete definition of everything which 
1. Arne Flood Control Decision -- The American 
River Flood Control District v. Sayre decision provided that 
ad valorem assessments are proper so long as the benefit of 
the facility to property is truly in proportion to value. 
Ad valorem ial assessments on land would probably continue 
to be valid. 
are 
spec 
would 
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-- Many assessments 
s proposal limits 
excluding improvements. It 
assessments based on land 
at least that portion of 
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III. RESTRICTS INDEBTEDNESS OVERRIDE TO BONDED INDEBTEDNESS 
APPROVED BY VOTERS PRIOR TO JULY 1, 1978 
Text of Proposal: 
Page 3, Lines 20-24 of ACA 53, "Article XIII A, Sec-
tion 1 (b) (2): For purposes of paragraph (1) , 'bonded 
indebtedness' is limited to indebtedness which was fixed 
and certain at the time of voter approval and which is 
evidenced or represented by issuance of bonds in a 
specified amount and payable within a specified time." 
A. Current Law 
Current law [Article XIII A, Section 1 (6)] provides that the 
1% property tax limit does not apply to ad valorem property tax 
rates to pay for the costs of any indebtedness approved by the 
voters prior to effective date of Article XIII A. 
B. Proposal 
This proposal prohibits the levy of an ad valorem property 
tax rate in excess of the 1% limit to pay for indebtedness other 
than bonded indebtedness approved by the voters prior to July 1, 
1978. 
C. Purpose 
When Proposition 13 pas in 1978, many thought the provi-
sions for an "override" of the 1% property tax limitation was for 
bonded debt only. However, a number of localities suggested that 
the term indebtedness was broader than just "bonded" debt and 
have levied rates for other obligations. The courts have upheld 
these additional levies as legal under the limitations of Propo-
sition 13. (See Analysis, Point #2.) 
The purpose of this provision is to restrict "add-on" prop-
erty tax levies to those which fund bonded debt only. 
This will "roll back" those indebtedness rates that many 
people believe to be outside the intent of the original 
Article XIII A, and will remove the potential for further 
increases in property taxes for this purpose. 
D. Ana sis 
1. Major Effect of Provision -- Existing property tax rates 
for indebtedness other than "bonded debt," primarily for the 
costs of voter-approved retirement systems and for contract pay-
ments by water agencies for apportioned capital costs of the 
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A. The Metropolitan Water 
proposal will override the 
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for these contractual 
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of Southern Califor-
lf of the water from the 
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5 
These costs are 
10% in 1985-86. 
tax revenues to pay these 
sion would first turn to 
involve four problems: 
rates enough to offset 
restriction on fee 
• 
JURISDICTIONS LEVYING "CARMAN" TAXES, 
AMOUNT OF LEVY, AND SELECTED PENSION BENEFITS 
(in thousands) 
Pension Taxes 1978-79 1982-83 1983-84 
Santa Clara County $ 0 $12,358 $16,905 
Albany* 0 249 347 
Bell 298 517 507 
Beverly Hills 700 1,300 1,570 
Cloverdale 22 119 114 
Coalinga 0 62 0** 
Compton 1,283 4,678 3,844 
El Monte 857 2,631 2,800 
Eureka 654 1,593 1,743 
Fairfax 0 170 135 
Glendora* 126 274 299 
Huntington Beach 1,177 2,797 3,102 
Huntington Park 380 1,073 868 
Inglewood 0 0 N/A 
Lynwood 407 653 680 
Maywood 0 453 248 
Monrovia 480 795 804 
Montebello* 1,221 1,480 1,507 
Monterey Park 367 1,094 1,185 
Oakland 0 11,236 11,050 
Oxnard 0 1,860 1,900 
Rialto 0 999 1,111 
Richmond 0 3,554 3,212 
San Anselmo 0 200 0 
San Fernando 374 804 720 
San Gabriel 527 717 829 
Watsonville 268 722 696 
Paramedic Taxes 
Brea 154 465 475 
Garden Grove 391 586 628 
Napa 0 0 170 
Vacaville 155 272 285 
Lease-:eurchase Taxes 
Chino 262 332 373 
Fremont 76 75 74 
Library Taxes 
Alameda 0 225 260 
Zoo Tax 
San Diego 710 1,250 1,306 
TOTAL TAXES $10,889 $55,593 $59,747 
NUMBER OF GOVTS. 22 33 35 
*Estimated Tax rate for pensions combined with rate for general 
obligation bonds. 
**Revenues not yet determined due to reassessment of earthquake-
damaged property. 
Source: California Taxpayers Association and State Controller's Office. 
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V. ESTABLISHES VALUATION OF PROPERTY UPON CHANGE OF 
OWNERSHIP AS PURCHASE PRICE 
Page 4, 2-20 of ACA 53, "Artie XIII A, Sec-
real property 
date, has 
which a change 
tion 2 ) ( 2) : ' sed va 
which, s the most recent 
been purchased, 
ownership 
the fol 
sum of 1 
in 
of 
" (A) 1 or 
considerat after assessment, the most recent 
purchase price, or, for r real prope , the assessed 
value shown on 1975-76 tax 11 (or any value result-
ing from a reassessment to this subdi-
vision) . 
"(B) The 
real property s 
in subparagraph 
II (C) 
described in 
"The most 
shall be the amount 
market va of any 
A. Current Law 
Currently, 
property changes 
"full cash value" as 
existing statutes. 
which a will 
place, and is 
prices of 
property (in 
replacement cost 
B. Proposal 
This proposal 
acquired for cons 
lower of a) " most recent 
of 
as "the amount of money transferred 
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value of 
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II 
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not repeal the rule the tax roll value shall not exceed 
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4. 
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VI. REVISES NEW CONSTRUCTION VALUATION PROCEDURES 
Text of 
Page 41 
tion 2 (a) (2) 
which, s 
been purchased 
ownership s 
the following: 
nes 2-20 of ACA 
The 'apprai 
most recent 
, XIII A, Sec-
value' of real property 
valuation date, has 
, or to which a change 
not exceed the sum of all 
in 
of 
" (A) For real purchased or ired for 
consideration a assessment, 
purchase , or, for other real property, the assessed 
value shown on 1975-76 tax 11 (or any value result-
ing from a subsequent reassessment pursuant to this subdi-
vision) . 
"(B) The direct cost of any new construction on the 
real property s sa s or valuation date applicable 
in subparagraph (A) . 
" (C) le annual ustments or reductions 
described ( ) of sion (b) . 
"The most recent se price for this purpose 
shall be the amount o any transferred plus the fair 
market value of other consideration transferred." 
A. Current Law 
Current law 
erty must be appraised 
newly constructed. 
stitutional rernent, 
only the portion of the 
2) provides that prop-
market value" when it is 
implementing this con-
s provision to mean that 
constructed would valued 
property would retain 
the annual ion 
at fair market va 
the Article XIII 
adjustment. (For 
value added by 
year value of 
new is added to a house, the 
B. Proposal 
This proposal 
as follows: 
new room is 
house. The 
ses new canst 
Article XIII A base 
is not reappraised.) 
valuation procedures 
• the direct cost of any new construction, r than 
added fair market of new , is 
to the se of property. 
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• For property with a 1975 base year value, the language of 
the proposal, when read literally, requires that the 
direct cost of any new construction is to be added to the 
1975 assessed value of the property. (In 1975, assessed 
value was r market .) 
C. Purpose 
The apparent purpose of this provision is to further define 
new construction and how property will be valued when it is newly 
constructed. 
This will provide additional property tax relief to certain 
taxpayers. 
D. Analysis 
1. Possible Major Tax Reduction for 1975 Base Year Property 
upon Which New Construction Takes Place -- If property upon which 
new construction takes place has a 1975 base year value, there 
would be a major reduction in the current value for the purposes 
of the existing if the measure is read literally. 
The 1975 base year under current law is the 1975 full 
cash value. When there is new construction, the new construction 
value is added to the 1975 full cash value, adjusted by the 
annual inflation factor. 
This proposal requires the direct cost of new construction to 
be added to the assessed value on the 1975-76 tax bill. The 
assessed value will be only one-fourth or less of the "full cash 
value" now on the assessment roll. 
Under this provis 
1975 base year prope 
reduction. For 
1975 base year 
1975 assessed 
Direct cost of 
swimming pool 
Values for tax purposes 
Tax -- 1 
, the ion of a swimming pool to a 
might produce a substantial net tax 
Existing Law 
Before After 
Pool Pool 
$60,000 
N/A 
$60,000 
$ 600 
$60,000 
N/A 
15,000 
$75,000 
$ 750 
Proposed Law 
Before After 
Pool Pool 
$60,000 
N/A 
$60,000 
$ 600 
N/A 
$15,000 
15,000 
$30,000 
$ 300 
(NOTE: Example does not include 2% flation factor; however, the 
relationships are comparable and point remains the same.) 
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Some 
not hold 
what the 
the courts. 
cost" of 
The measure 
(Appraisers 
entrepreneural 
know 
struct 
litigation 
It 
use of the 
3. 
minor 
word "any" 
construct 
including 
1 
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ion would 
probably not 
be dec 
added. 
cost." 
, new 
added 
total cost less 
. ) We do not 
value of new con-
11 1 ire 
valued . 
is intended to prevent 
cost of 
The 
simply 
has 
new 
• 
VII. CONTAINS LANGUAGE RELATING TO 
VALUATION OF OWNER-OCCUPIED HOMES 
Text of Proposal: 
Page 4, Lines 24-30 of ACA 53, "Article XIII A, Sec-
tion 2 (a) (4): On 1, 1975, for real 
property taxation standards prescribed 
by Section 10 of by statutes authorized 
by Section 9 of Art le XIII, shall be deemed to be 'full 
cash value,' as term is used in this , and any 
tax levied on real subject to such stan-
dards shall s article." 
A. Current Law 
Under current law, 
purposes at 
appropriate inf 
fair market value when 
of ownership). 
Section 9 of 
to require assessors to 
in areas zoned for 
valued on a use 
assessor from 
apartment s 
reflect this dif 
cally reappraised up 
family horne. 
B. Proposal 
This 
homes on 
cultural purposes, 
zoning, is to 
s are valued for 
se year , plus the 
acquisition value (the 
or subject to a change 
13 was to the Constitution in 1974 
single-family homes 
agricultural use to be 
home. This prevented the 
was made valuable as an 
the assessment on the home to 
Under Se 9, homes were periodi-
current market value as a single-
owner-occupied single-family 
for single-family homes or agri-
' as restricted by such 
le XIII A purposes. 
This provis so applies to nonpro golf courses. 
C. Purpose 
We are unclear as to the purpose of this provision. 
D. Ana is 
1. Williamson Act Property Not Included -- This propo 
refers to two types of property for which the Constitution 
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specifically provides special "use value" assessments -- owner-
occupied single-family homes and golf courses. However, it 
excludes others with constitutional use value status, such as 
Williamson Act (open space and farmland) properties and histori-
cal properties. 
This implies that Williamson Act property is to be treated 
differently than single-family homes with respect to "use value" 
assessments. 
2. Ambiguity -- As of this writing, there is no agreement 
among the various persons who have reviewed this provision as to 
what exactly it does. 
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• 
LIMITS APPLICATION OF 2% INFLATION FACTOR 
4, Lines 32-40 and Page 5, Lines 1-11 of ACA 53, 
XIII A, Section 2 (b): (1) The full cash value 
from year to year an 'annual adjustment' for 
not to exceed 2 percent for any given year, or 
, as shown in Consumer Price Index of the Bureau 
Statistics, United States Department of Labor, 
heading 'All Items,' or any index substituted by 
of Labor therefor, for the area under tax-
sdiction, or may be reduced to reflect substantial 
, destruction or other factors causing a decline in 
11 (2) The full cash value shall not include any 
1 adjustment for the 1976-77, 1977-78, and 1978-79 
ssessment years. Any assessee whose assessment for any 
contained an annual adjustment for the 1976-77, 
977-78, or 1978-79 assessment year shall be entitled to 
taxes, or a credit against taxes next due if the 
slature so provides, in the dollar amount of the addi-
taxes paid as a result of that annual adjustment, 
interest at the rate of 13 percent from the date of 
II 
Current 
the Constitution provides that for property which 
newly constructed or which has not changed owner-
full cash value base may be increased annually by an 
equal to the percentage change in the consumer 
but not more than 2%. The Constitution also pro-
cash value means the assessor's valuation as 
1975-76 tax bill, "or, thereafter, the appraised 
property when purchased, newly constructed, or a 
ownership has occurred after the 1975 assessment." The 
zation, the Legislature and the courts have inter-
provisions to allow the 2% inflation factor to be 
the three years between the 1975 base year and 1978 --
year of Proposition 13. 
provides that for the 1976-77, 1977-78 and 
sea years no inflation factor shall be applied to the 
value. This would require that for properties which 
a 1975 base year value, the assessed value would have to be 
three years' worth of inflation factors, or 6.12% each 
1975 until the property changes ownership. In addi-
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s 




is defined as "any" charge for the 
cost of services or regulatory pro-
many charges which are now considered 
considered fees. For example, highway user 
the purpose of paying the cost of bene-
se may now be considered fees under the 
could be increased by the cost-of-living index 
a two-thirds vote of the Legislature. Indeed, 
of the state's General Fund taxes is spent for 
s or regulatory programs. Some may argue, 
a good portion of what we now consider "taxes" 
as "fees." Finally, it is possible that under 
, levies on property (even the ad valorem 
is used to provide direct service to the 
police and fire protection) may be treated 
than a tax. If a substantial portion of the 
tax were considered a fee and not a tax, this could 
remainder of the property tax is well below the 
be substantially increased (up, again, to the 
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this argument 
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XII. IMPOSES NEW 
1: 
Page 7, Lines 13-20 o 
tion 4.5 (a): As used 
means any levy or charge, 
including, but not limited 
paying pension liabili 
governmental entity, or 
either the state or a 
not constitute a , an 
in subdivision (b)." 
Page 7, s 21-33 of ACA 53 
tion 4.5 (b): For purposes of 
" ( 1) 'Fee, ' which shall not 
pay pension liabi s, means 
any local governmental 
tality of either the state 
which is imposed upon 
the following purposes: 
"(A) To pay the 
provided to, or 
particular persons or 
"(B) To pay for 
program under which 
charge is regulated." 
Page 8, s 11-37 
tion 4. 5 (b) (4): The excess 
over the direct costs of 
conferred or provided to 
the regulatory program for 
constitute a tax. excess 
levied over the costs of 
the assessment is 
portion of a purported 
tutes a tax and such tax 
person who paid the 
receive from the entity 
refund of that portion 
interest from the date of 
"(5) On after 
any increase in any fee 
the cost of living during 
shown in the Consumer Price 
Statistics, United States 
heading 'All Items,' or 
Department of Labor there 
fee, may be imposed by 
40-
A Sec-
to 
in 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
nes 6-15 of ACA 
for refunds of 
) of Sect 
taxes, or assessments col 
Law 
4) of subdivision (a) 
paragraphs (4) and 
refund for 
1, 1985, 
of the const 
which proposed 
s article." 
State and local governments are 
for the costs of s 
imposes new 
to 
costs of 
on 
ect to the charge, to 
upon people or property, 
of a regulatory 
or charge 
or fine is 
cannot be used to-pay 
14, 1983, any state 
more than the 
12-month period, must be 
of the Legislature or o 
-41-
s, as 1 
s 
is not a 
s . 
is con-
vote of 
vote of the 
imposed. Any 
• 
person paying such charge 1 be 
the portion inval 
date of the payment. 
C Purpose 
The apparent purpose of 
limit local governments' 
cost-of-living without the 
diction imposing the fees. 
to se 
consent of the 
Additionally, the apparent purpose 
vote of the Legislature to raise state 
cost-of-living, so that it will be a 
fees as it will be to raise taxes . 
Finally, the purpose of 
definition of "taxes." Taxes are de 
which is not a fee, an assessment or a 
not defined directly, a complete de 
is not a tax is required. 
D. Analysis 
s i to 
of 
n 
uris-
rds 
in 
1. This Proposal Covers All Fees Imposed by Any Government 
Unit in California -- There are literally thousands of fees 
imposed by government, and each of wou ject to the 
restrictions contained in s proposal. 
have to receive a two-thirds voter 
existing local fee above 
prior twelve months would also require a 
The cost increase for 
benefit conferred may be 
of-living index. The index is 
products and services. Within 
growing more rapidly than the 
For example, the cost of 
grow faster than the overall 
charge students for lunches, if food 
of a meal increases faster than CPI 
face the options of using scarce 
taking the added cost of food di 
gram or reducing the quality of the 
Fee 
enterprise activities would 
either as fees or as taxes. 
The major enterprise activities 
the sale of water; sale of e 
operations of airports, ports and 
-42-
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the 

Airport --
Electric 
Harbors, 
Ports 
Transit 
Waste 
Disposal 
Water --
Hospital --
FEE-RELATED REVENUES REPORTED BY ENTERPRISE 
SPECIAL DISTRICT, 1982-83 
Landing, storage, fuel storage 
concessions $ 35,195,857 
Operating revenues, sale of energy, 
customer service 439,371,019 
Marine dockage, harbor slip 
rentals 57,998,262 
Passenger fares, charter revenue, 
nontransit revenue 362,134,360 
Fees and sales 
Reservoir, irrigation (does not 
include fire prevention, ground-
water replenishment) 
Net patient revenue 
349,116,998 
952,698,147 
1,038,933,480 
TOTAL 
Source: State Controller's Office 
$3,235,448,123 
In 1981-82, the latest year for which data are available, 
cities collected $3.5 billion in enterprise revenue: 
REVENUE REPORTED FOR 
ENTERPRISE ACTIVITIES OF CITIES 
1981-82 
Electricity 
Gas 
Airports 
Ports & Harbors 
Hospitals 
Transit 
Water Connection and Service 
Solid Waste Disposal 
TOTAL 
Source: State Controller's Office 
$1,890,446,994 
134,823,071 
278,371,554 
186,030,543 
76,596,718 
120,212,763 
635,600,563 
176,200,185 
$3,498,282,391 
3. Employee Pension Costs Cannot be Funded by Fees -- This 
proposal prohibits the costs of employee pension systems from 
being paid from fee revenues. As a result, fees would no longer 
cover the full cost of providing a service to people. The con-
sumer of the service covered by a fee could thus be subsidized 
through a charge covering less than the full cost of the service. 
If the pension costs of employees cannot be paid 
the general fund of the governmental unit will likely 
pick up these costs. This would take money away from 
grams and services provided to residents in order to 
ion costs. 
An even more serious problem exists for independent 
districts which are totally supported by fees. Employee 
costs, which are paid by fees (for example, electricity rates) 
charged by these districts could not be shifted to other 
revenue. How are employee pension costs to be paid by 
tricts? This poses a serious legal problem of contract 
ment and could cause this portion of the proposal to 
unconstitutional under these circumstances. 
4. Provisions Requiring Refunds of a Portion of Certain Fees 
Are Ambiguous -- This proposal requires the refund, with 13% 
interest, of any portion of a fee which is considered a "tax" and 
which has not been validly imposed (by a two-thirds vote of 
people or Legislature) . 
The portion of the fee which exceeds the direct cost 
service or benefit conferred is defined to be a tax. 
of a fee which is used to fund pensions must also be cons 
tax and Section 5, which is added to Article XIII A, impl 
that these refunds are for a period before July 1, 1985. 
However, Section 5 does not specify for what period 
refunds are to be made. It would appear that this 
have to be from the effective date of the amendment, 
the fee is imposed, whichever is later. This 
probably have to be resolved by the courts. 
Will the refunds be applicable to all fees or 
ch are not validly imposed? If all fees are a 
and state government act timely to change all 
day after the election? 
The third sentence of paragraph (4) reads, "If any 
a purported fee or purported assessment constitutes a tax 
such tax has not been validly imposed, any person who paid 
or assessment shall be entitled to receive from the 
imposing the fee or assessment a refund of that portion 
tuting a tax, plus 13-percent interest from the date of 
This might be interpreted to mean that the portion of 
exceeds the direct cost of a service or benefit 
pays employee retirement costs must be changed. 
We are not certain what the term "validly imposed" 
Presumably it means the "tax" portion of the fee has 
by the voters by a two-thirds vote. (We know of no 
which has been approved by a two-thirds vote.) On the 
if a fee was first imposed prior to the adoption of this 
ment, it might be argued that it was "validly imposed." 
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II 
• 
It considerable time to determine how much the fees 
must be , to provide appropriate notices required for 
publ s to permit local governments to take action to 
change fees, and then to implement the changes. For example, it 
will take some time to retrofit all parking meters and to print 
new fee s for fee-supported activities. 
re are a number of other problems associated with the 
refund sions. How will taxpayers know they are entitled to 
How will they know the amount they can claim? How can 
they paid fees, such as parking meter fees, where 
no s? 
5. Impact on Revenue Bonds -- Many revenue bonds have been 
issued California to pay for the costs of construction of 
certain facil s. These revenue bonds are supported from a 
stream of from the facilities, which are often supported 
solely fees. 
According to a recent report by Merrill Lynch, "If the fee-
based revenue bond issuers are restricted to fees that can not 
exceed 
increase, 
thereby, 
by Moody's 
rent 
their bare-bones rate covenants or the annual CPI 
service coverage could significantly decline and 
many, weaken the credit quality. Rating downgrades 
and Standard & Poor's of revenue bonds that have cur-
could be expected to occur." 
With new facilities, this proposal contains no 
provis fee increases above CPI to fund revenue 
bonds, even if such bonds were to be submitted to the electorate 
and approved by a vote. As of July 1, 1982, there were $920 mil-
lion in authorized but unissued revenue bonds for special dis-
tricts alone. 
Again, from the Merrill Lynch report, "In summary, it would 
appear that Proposition severely restricts the ability of 
many revenue bond issuers, particularly in high economic growth 
areas which are in need of capital improvements, to raise capital 
with properly secured bond issues." 
6. Election Costs and Timing Pose Problems -- For local 
governmental units which wish to impose a fee or increase a fee 
by more than the change in the cost-of-living, a two-thirds vote 
of the peop would be required. 
process is not well suited for quick action on 
ic issues or for dealing with a multiplicity of very 
simi r issues. Issues must be placed on the ballot long before 
the actual election. There may be a long lag between the time 
increased fee is needed and the time an election could be 
scheduled 
even-numbe 
are only held in the Spring and Fall of 
(consolidated with statewide elections). 
City, special and school district elections are held at various 
times. In odd-numbered years, if counties needed to increase a 
fee by more than the CPI, a special countywide election must be 
called. 
Since all governmental jurisdictions impose a great variety 
of fees, there could be a great many fee proposals in a single 
ballot. In such circumstances it could be very confusing to 
voters, and difficult for the campaigns for and against each 
particular fee proposal, to adequately inform voters through the 
media. 
The cost of holding an election is high. The proposed fee 
limitations have the potential of costing local governments sub-
stantial sums for holding elections for many of the thousands of 
fees now imposed. The cost of holding an election for a fee 
increase may be greater than the increased revenue from the 
higher fee. 
7. What Governmental Costs Can be Included in a Fee --The 
proposal is ambiguous as to what governmental costs can be funded 
from fee revenue. Costs of employee pensions cannot (see Com-
ment #2). Further, only the "direct costs" of services, benefits 
conferred and regulations can be covered by a fee. 
There is no definition of the term of "direct cost" in the 
proposal. What can and cannot be included in a fee will have to 
evolve from judicial and legislative interpretation. 
It is not clear how the "indirect" costs will be paid. Nor 
is it clear what will happen when a unit of government is funded 
solely from revenues from charges, such as enterprise activities. 
In a number of communities the excess of fee revenue over the 
cost of providing the service are channeled into the community's 
general fund. For example some of the revenue from the City of 
Palo Alto's electric utility (some $9 million in 1981-82) is used 
by the city for purposes other than providing electric service. 
This has been done historically to help keep city property taxes 
low, and to provide additional local services. Under this pro-
posal it seems that the additional revenue may no longer be col-
lected without approval of two-thirds of the electors. 
8. Problems With Fees of Small Amounts and With Small 
Change -- For certain fees of small amounts and fees collected 
automatically where small change is not accepted, any local fee 
increase may require a two-thirds vote of the people. Many low-
value fees could not be raised at all without a vote, because 
allowable CPI growth would produce a fee increase of less than a 
penny or a nickel. 
Many fees are collected by machines. For example parking 
meters, fares for transit services, and vending machines owned or 
leased by government, collect s automatically. They are often 
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not s (or even nickels or dimes). Thus a 
fee to be by the next higher denomination of 
coin the handle, which may be well in excess of the 
cost-of-living increase. Even if the fee is increased once in a 
three- or period, this proposal would require a two-
thirds vote, as increases in the fee would be measured against 
the the cost-of-living for the prior twelve months. 
9. Any Local Admission Fee to Any Special Event Would Have 
be by a Two-Thirds Vote -- If a local government charges 
ial event, this proposal would appear to require a 
vote of the people to establish the fee because the 
event is unique and there is no existing fee to increase. Any 
new fee would require a vote before it could be imposed. 
For 
exhibit, 
could resu 
to the 
fee is to be charged for a special art 
would have to be approved by a two-thirds vote. This 
many national exhibits bypassing California due 
of funding. 
10. The Sales Price of Any Governmental Property Sold Would 
Probably Have to be Approved by Two-Thirds Vote -- Under this 
proposal, any charge however labeled or structured by local gov-
ernment is defined as a tax, unless it is a fee, assessment or 
fine. A is a charge for the direct costs of benefits con-
ferred upon sons or property subject to the charge. 
There 
ment 
tax. In 
two-thirds 
would appear that the charge by local govern-
to a parcel of property is either a fee or a 
event, it would appear to require approval by a 
vote, because it is either a new fee or a tax. 
It is also ly that the charges for renting or leasing 
local governmental property would be subject to a two-thirds 
vote, where the property is being rented or leased for the first 
time or when rent is increased by more than the CPI. 
Sales 
approved 
leases of 
thirds 
or st time leases of state lands would have to be 
a two-thirds vote of the Legislature. For example, 
state tidelands would have to be approved by a two-
s vote. 
11. How Are University of California Fees to be Treated? 
The University of California is a constitutionally authorized 
entity wi full powers of government (see Article IX, Sec-
tion 9). It s the power to set fees independent of the 
Legis 
How are s to be treated? Is it to be considered a 
"governmental entity other than the state" for which a two-thirds 
vote of the people must approve any new fee or any change in any 
fee in excess of the CPI? Or is it "the state" for which a two-
thirds vote of the Legislature is needed to authorize or enact 
new fees or s in excess of the cost-of-living? 
If this provision puts University fees under the control of 
the Legislature, it will be a major change in the governance of 
the University. If fees are put under control of the voters 
s would, of course, be an even greater change. 
12. Some Admission Fees May Exceed Direct Costs -- Some 
admission fees are set to exceed the direct costs of event, 
for a variety of reasons, such as crowd control, support of other 
related activities, etc. 
For example, the admission fee to a high school football 
may exceed the direct costs, as football makes to sup-
other sports which cannot generate much of gate 
This proposal would require the refund of portion 
fees imposed which exceed the direct costs, would 
require a two-thirds vote of the people (local fees) or a two-
thirds vote of the Legislature (state fees) to raise the portion 
of an admission charge by any amount that is fined to be a tax 
(i.e., the amount in excess of cost). 
13. May Force Annual Fee Increases -- This proposal provides 
that fees be raised by action of the local governing board or 
council, provided such increases do not exceed the change in 
cost-of-living for the prior twelve months. If a local board or 
council waits two or three years to raise a fee, still can be 
increased by no more than the CPI for the last twelve months, 
unless there is a vote. 
As a result, local agencies, in their own fiscal interests, 
living in may increase fees every year by the allowable 
order to keep their "base" current. If local 
strategy, many fees will be higher than they 
existing law where they are not necessarily 
14. Impact on Cable TV -- Cable televis 
operated either as a municipal service or by a 
partnership. In the latter case, the city 
the users. 
s adopt this 
under 
each year. 
many c s is 
-public 
the fees from 
The limitations in fee increases contained s proposi-
tion will limit governments' ability to adjust cable television 
fees. It is possible that this might be interpreted to require 
approval of two-thirds of the voters to permit a cable system to 
add new channels (new programs or additional stations 
received by satellite transmission) which would an 
increase in fee to pay for the additional service. 
15. Ambiguities --
a. How 11 a local agency know if a exceeds the cost-
a living if the fee is based on a percentage of gross receipts 
or other unknown amount at the time it is imposed? In such a 
case, is the limit imposed on the rate of the fee or the total 
amount charged to the fee payer? 
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b. How will the fee provis 
there is competitive bidding for 
is made? For example, if a 
a government 
for the use 
in 
c. 11 prohibition on 
fees (see Comment #3) extend to 
example if a public agency charges a 
contracts with a private firm to 
costs of the employees 
revenue the government 
service? 
d. How are intergovernmental 
example, the state charges local 
collect sales tax; a loca 
as a reproduction or data process 
government for costs. The proposal 
such s, and they would 
e. limits on fees to the " 
vice or fit prohibit the use 
a firm which contracts with government 
is funded s collected by 
used for direct costs, excluding 
rm, would appear to curtail 
prise to government se 
pro included for 
public services 
re "excess" fees are 
1 makes no distinction 
f. Can the Legislature 
s above the change 
the board or council? Whi 
provis to provide for this a 
fees, the language is ambiguous 
preted in this manner. Others 
this interpretation. If this 
shift a substantial amount of local 
lature. s issue will probably 
courts. 
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sal work when 
which a charge 
benefit of 
is based on 
if the 
funded by 
costs? For 
and 
, can the 
be paid out 
firm for 
handled? For 
the cost of 
service unit, such 
, bills a local 
to exclude 
fees. 
costs" of the ser-
to the profit of 
a service which 
s can only be 
contracting 
private enter-
r hand, if 
could be 
an enterprise 
General Fund) . 
two. 
to 
action of 
these 
of raising 
be inter-
sal have made 
is upheld, it would 
to the State Legis-
by the 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
• 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
Under this proposal some property 
in property tax while others will pay more. 
purview of Article XIII A to all taxes on or 
ownership of property, this proposal broadens 
of the present 1% ad valorem property tax 
valorem taxes (such as frontage 
restricts the use of special add-on 
ively defining "indebtedness", and 
ing, but as yet unissued, bonds from 
rates. However, this proposal would increase property 
case of recent-base-year properties, where the tax 
and refunds for early-base-year properties wou 
sent debt rates to be increased. 
There are several ambiguous provisions the 
may have the effect of increasing property taxes, 
on property (see Analysis, Sections V and X). 
2. Benefits Are Distributed Unequally to Various Groups 
The major beneficiaries of the property tax re 
by this proposal would be owners of property of sub 
where there has been no change of ownership or new 
s 1975. 
All property owners with a 1978 assessment 
1976 or 1977 base-year value will receive 
est. But almost half of all homeowners 
sses will have a current net 
tax rate increases needed to make whole 
and redemption. 
The determination of the full impact of 
homeowners will have to await legislative and 
tion of ambiguous language. 
For renters there would be no direct 
provided by this measure. Any indirect 
ing to economic conditions and the base year 
3. More Restrictions Are Placed on Fiscal Operations of State 
and Local Government 
Presently there are many constitutional 
restrict the fiscal powers of state and 
example, long-term debt must be approved 
state appropriations and tax increases must 
two-thirds vote of the Legislature. The 
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13 is already curtailed. And state and local appro-
are limited by the provisions of the Article XIII B 
1 Furthermore, local governments' ability to 
statutes, except in pre-
This proposal would place several additional layers of fiscal 
on state and local government. It would further 
1% property tax ceiling. It would restrict the issu-
of debt. It would prohibit the use of fees to pay for pen-
liabi s. It would limit the growth of fees, and the 
ition of new fees. It would further reduce government's 
to increase or decrease taxes, and proscribes certain 
uses of assessments. 
The provisions of this proposal which reduce the assessed 
of real property could seriously impact redevelopment 
ies. This would be particularly true if the new construe-
' purchase price and intrafamily transfer provisions are 
determined to be retrospective to June 1978. Redevelopment agen-
c s are funded by the increased property tax attributable to 
assessed value increases since the inception of the agency. If 
se provisions are retrospective, many redevelopment agencies 
could experience substantial assessment decreases. This could 
imperil the "tax increment," from which debt payments are made. 
4. Use of the Two-Thirds Vote Requirement is Expanded 
Traditionally the two-thirds vote requirement, either 
slative or by the electorate, has been reserved for extra-
ordinarily important occasions. For examp , state tax increases 
appropriations from the state General Fund require a two-
vote of both houses of the Legislature. And bond acts, 
obligate future generations of Californians to pay for 
1 projects, require approval of two-thirds of the 
ition of special local taxes would also require a 
While a two-thirds vote may be appropriate for extraordinary 
for what would normally be considered 
isionmaking is ly excessively 
and burdensome. While proponents that the two-
vote rement prevents a rnaj trampling the 
of the minority, conversely the requirement gives a minor-
i virtual veto over the majority -- each negative vote 
cancels two votes. 
This expands the two-thirds vote requirement to the 
requiring that any new , or any increase in a 
the general rate of inflation, would require a 
vote. It also broadens the range of state and local 
may be increased only by a two-thirds vote. Finally, 
vote may be required to decrease taxes under this 
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again appeal to the state for "bail-out." And funding 
restrictions at the local level will cause persons who would 
otherwise go to the local level with their problems to come to 
state, which may or may not have resources to deal with the 
problem. It also may allow the state to authorize local tax 
(and possibly fee increases), and would necessitate a 
le new array of implementing legislation over which local 
governments would have practically no control. 
In addition, there are many ambiguous provisions which the 
courts would have to resolve. If the experience with Proposition 
13 is any gauge, this legislative and court process could well 
extend into the next decade. 
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TEXT OF ACA 53 
I 
BILL NUMBER: ACA 53 
Introduced Member 
JANUARY 12, 1984 
Constitutional Amendment No. 53 A 
of the State of California an amendment to 
Sections 1, 2, 3, and 6 of, Section 
and adding Sections 4 and 5 of, Article 
taxation. 
AUTHOR: Assembly Member Johnson 
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 
ACA 53, as introduced, Johnson. Taxation. 
Existing provisions of Article XIIIA of the Constitution 
following: 
(1) Establish a 1% of 'full cash value' limitation 
property taxes, but exclude from that limitation 
assessments to pay interest and redemption 
the voters prior to the effective date of 
(2) Define 'full cash value' to mean the 
real property as shown on the 1975-76 tax bill 
thereafter, the appraised value of 
constructed, or a change in 
(3) Provide for annual adjustments in full cash 
(4) Limit statutory enactment of changes in state 
increasing revenues, whether by increased rates 
, to legislation which is enacted 
each house. 
(5) Permit local govenments to 
by a 2/3 vote of the electors of 
(6) Specify the effective date 
provisions. 
This measure would do the following: 
(1) Specify that July 1, 1978, is the effective 
indebtedness which is not to the 1% 
indebtedness which is not to the 
as 
(2) Limit the terms 'full cash value' and ' 
manner. 
index to be used 
for the 1976-77 
assessment years, and require refunds or credits 
to increases for those years. 
(4) Provide that the 
state taxes applies to any 
the amount of any tax levied 
(5) Revise the 
local governments 
each of 
vote applicable to any change in any local tax which increases 
the amount of any tax levied upon any taxpayer. 
(6) Delete the provisions providing for the article's effective date and 
effect and substitute therefor a definition of the term 'tax' for 
purposes of the article which excludes a fee, an assessment, or a fine, as 
defined. 
7) Require voter approval for certain fees imposed by entities of 
government other than the state and require refunds of certain 'excess' fees 
or taxes previously paid. 
Vote: 2/3. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes. State-mandated 
local program: no. 
Resolved by the Assembly, the Senate concurring, That the Legislature of 
the state of California at its 1983-84 Regular Session commencing on the sixth 
of December, 1982, two-thirds of the members elected to each of the two 
houses of the Legislature voting therefore, hereby proposes to the people of 
the State of California that the Constitution of the State be amended as 
follows: 
First That Section 1 of Article XIIIA thereof is amended to read: 
SECTION 1. (a) The maximum amount of any ad valorem tax on real property 
and any other tax on, or based upon, the ownership of real property shall 
not exceed 8fte 1 percent ~i%t of the full cash value of such real 
property. The efie 1 percent ~i%t tax ~e shall be collected by 
the counties and apportioned according to law to the districts within the 
counties. 
(b) (1) The limitation provided for in subdivision (a) shall not apply 
to ad valorem taxes or special assessments to pay the interest and redemption 
charges on any bonded indebtedness approved by the voters prior to ~fie 
~~me efi~s seee~eft eeeemes e££eeeive July 1, 1978. There shall be no other 
to the limitation in subdiv~n--(a). ----
:Purposes of paragraph JllL 'bondea-indebtedness' is limited to 
which was fixed and certain at the time of voter approval and 
~~~~~ or represented by the ISsuance bOnds a specifiea-
amount and payable within ~ specified time. 
Second That Section 2 of Article XIIIA thereof is amended to read: 
SEC. 2. (a) The £~i± easfi vai~e term 'full cash value' as used in this 
---- ---- -- ---- -- ----
article means the county assessor's valuation of real property as shown on 
the 1975-76 tax bill ~ftae~ ~£~±± easfi va±~e~ or, thereafter, the appraised 
value of real property when purchased, newly constructed, or a change in 
has occurred after the 1975 asseeaemeft~ assessment • All real 
property not already assessed up to the 1975-76 full cash value may be 
reassessed to reflect that valuation. For purposes of this eee~ieft7 ~fie 
subdivision: 
term 'newly constructed' shall not include real property which 
is reconstructed after a disaster, as declared by the Governor, where the fair 
market value of s~efi that real property, as reconstructed, is comparable 
to its fair market value prior to the disaster. 
(2) The 'appraised value' of real property which, since the most recent 
~----_-valUation date has been purchased, newly constructed, or to which ~ 
occurred, shall not exceed the sum of all of __ _ 
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3 of Article XIIIA thereof is amended to read: 
e£~er ~fie e££ee~ive ae~e e£ ~h~s any 
~e~es enee~ea £er ~he ~tlr~ese e£ inereas~n~ reven~es ee±±ee~ea 
~he~e~e whe~her ~nereasea ra~es er ehan~es in me~heas e£ 
On and after August 15, 1983, any new tax or 
~~~~ or authOrized by the Legislature which increases 
______ upon any taxpayer, including, but not limited 
tax an increase in the rate of ~ tax, ~ change 
of 
~~~--~-- __ ~ tax ~ ~ change in the taxpayers subject to ____ tax, 
only by an Ae~ act passed by not less than two-thirds of 
elected to each of the two houses of the 
~aMes on 
~ may be imposed. 
, or 
or sales 
real 
Fourth That Section 4 of Article XIIIA thereof is repealed. 
SEe. 4• ei~ies; 86tlft~ies efta s~eeie± ais~rfe~s; by a ~we-~fifras ve~e e£ 
~he q~a±i£iea e±ee~ers e£ Stlefi ais~rie~7 may im~ese s~eeie± ~aMes en s~eh 
eMee~~ aa ve±erem ~axes eft rea± ~re~er~y er a ~raftsae~ien ~eN er 
ee±es ~eM eft ~he sa±e e£ rea± ~re~er~y wi~fiift s~efi eiey; ee~ft~Y e~ 
afserfee. 
Fifth That Section 4 is added to Article XIIIA thereof, to read: 
SEC. 4. On and after August 15, 1983, any new tax or any in 
enacted or authorized by any governmental entity, exclusive of the state, 
which increases the amount of any tax levied upon any taxpayer, 
limited to, the imposition of a new tax, an increase 
method of computation of a tax or a 
tax 
tax, may be imposed only by a measure by two-thirds 
electors of the governmental voting on the measure at 
election, except that, other than the tax referred to 
of Section 1, no new or increased ad valorem tax 
based upon the ownership of real property, or sales or 
the sale or lease of real property, may be 
Sixth That Section 4.5 is added to Article XIIIA thereof, 
SEC. 4.5. ( As used in this article, the term 'tax' means any 
labeled or structured, including but not limited 
of paying pension liabilities, made the state any 
, or any agency or of either the state 
which does not constitute a fee, an assessment 
subdivision (b). 
purposes of this section: 
which shall not include any amount 
the state, any local 
either the state or a local 
upon persons or property for either of 
To pay for the direct costs of the services 
conferred upon, the particular persons or 
To pay for the direct costs of a under which 
person or subject to the charge 
( Assessment' means a charge which is levied upon 
within a limited area for the payment of the cost 
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improvement to land which directly and specially benefits particular real 
property, and which meets all of the following criteria: 
(A) It is levied exclusively on land. 
(B) It is based wholly on and limited in amount to direct and special 
benefits to the land upon which it is levied. 
(C) It creates no personal liability for the person whose land is assessed. 
(D) It is limited both as to time and locality by the duration and scope of 
application of the capital improvement. 
(3) 'Fine' means an amount paid to a governmental entity as a pecuniary 
punishment for engaging in unlawful activity. 
(4) The excess of any purported fee imposed over the direct costs of the 
service or direct benefit conferred or provided to fee payers or the direct 
costs of the regulatory program for which the fee is charged, shall constitute 
a tax. The excess of any purported assessment levied over the costs of the 
capital improvement for which the assessment is levied, shall constitute a 
tax. If any portion of a purported fee or purported assessment constitutes a 
tax and such tax has not been validly imposed, any person who paid the fee or 
assessment shall be entitled to receive from the entity imposing the fee or 
assessment a refund of that portion constituting a tax, plus 13-percent 
interest from the date of payment. 
(5) On and after August 15, 1983, any new fee or any increase in any fee 
exceeding the increase, if any, in the cost of living during the preceding 12-
month period as shown in the Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, United States Department of Labor, under the heading 'All Items,' 
or any index substituted by the Department of Labor therefor, for the area 
subject to the fee, may be imposed by any governmental entity other than the 
state only by a measure approved by two-thirds of the qualified electors of 
that governmental entity voting on the measure at a public election, or if 
enacted or authorized by the Legislature only by an act passed by not less 
than two-thirds of all members elected to each of the two houses of the 
Legislature. 
Seventh That Section 5 of Article XIIIA thereof is repealed. 
SEe~ s~ ~fi~s ar~~e~e sfia~~ ~a~e e~~ee~ ~er ~fie ~a~ year ee~~ftft~H~ eft J~~y 
~ ~e~~ew~H~ ~fie ~assa~e e~ ~fi~s Ameftameft~7 e~ee~~ See~~eft 3 wfi~efi sfia±± 
eeeeme e~~ee~~¥e ~~eft ~fie ~assa~e e~ ~fi~s ar~~e±e~ 
Eighth That Section 5 is added to Article XIIIA thereof, to read: 
SEC. 5. Except for refunds of taxes required by paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (b) of Section 2, and refunds of any fees, taxes, or assessments 
collected in violation of paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 2, 
Section 3, Section 4 and paragraphs (4) and (5) of subdivision (b) of Section 
4.5, no refund for any tax year prior to the tax year beginning July 1, 1985, 
shall be made as the result of the adoption of the constitutional amendments 
proposed by the resolution which proposed the addition of this section to this 
article. 
Ninth That Section 6 of Article XIIIA thereof is amended to read: 
SEC. 6. If any section, subdivision, paragraph, part, clause, or 
phrase heree~ of this article, or any amendment or any revision of this 
article, is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the 
rema~n~ng sections ~ subdivisions, paragraphs, parts, clauses, or phrases 
shall not be affected but w~±~ shall remain in full force and effect. 
• 
TEXT OF JARVIS IV INITIATIVE 
INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED .!U'""''·~ 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of 
TAXATION. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. 
1978, adding restrictions on real property taxation, 
Prohibits imposition of new taxes l:)ased upon 
rA:::I!!!:!in•n other taxes except upon two-thirds vote of 
for local governments. Restricts imposition 
provided. Provides specified refunds Including taxes attrlblLJtable 
in assessment years 1976-1977 through ,1978-1979. 
ed provisions is August 15,, 1983. Summary of esti 
nance of fiscal impact on state and local govern me 
One time fascal e (1) A potential cost 
ese 1 fhe state ($508 million) 
service (up to $ mil •on), and local govern 
over a two year period in increased state 
and interest wm be taxable income. On oin fi 
to local governments and $25 rna aon to 
inflationary adjustments to assessed valuations. 
omparable increased state funding. (2) Unknown 
""'""''""£:§. tax revenues. (3) Unknown annual multimillion 
vernments due to tax rate limitations; assessments ori:tctlce~s 
islation; and the definitions of taxes, fees, and asse.ss1m 
THE AMENDMENT 
1. SubdMsioo (a) of Section 1 of Miele XIII A of lite california Constitutioo is amended ill read 
SecllOO 1. {a) The maximum amount of any ad valoolm tax on re<llproperty and anyolltertax on or based upon 
l!le """"rsllip ol real property shall no! exceed one pen:ent(l'lb) of lite luQ cash value ol such ruJ property, The 
perren! (1%) lllx to be collected by lite COUflties and appnr!loned aa:ord!ng to law llllhe disllicts within tile 
SubdMsion (b) of Section 1 of Article lOll A of lite Cafilomia Constitutioo is amended to read: 
(1) The firrntallOO provided lor ill subdMsion (a) shall not apply to ad valorem taxes m special 
'"""'ssments Ill pay lhe mterest and redemption cilargos oo any bonded Indebtedness approved by lite YO!efs prior 
1978. There shall be no olher exrepllon to lite imitallOO in sulldMsion (a). 
purposes of paragraph (1). "booded inde!!ledness" is limited llllndebledness wllidl was fiXlld and 
ceram atl!le bme ol voter approval and which is evi<leoced or represented by lite issual1ce of bonds in a specified 
pa1fl!llle wilhln a specified time. 
SECTION 3. Subdivision (a) of Section 2 o! Miele xm A o! lite Calilomia Constitutioo IS amended to read: 
lernl "luU cash value" as used in 1l1is article means lite county assessor's valuallon of real 
property as on lite 1975-76illx biH or, llterealler, lite appraised value of real property when purcilased, 
newly coos!ructed, or a change in ownership has occumed a her !he 1975 assessment All real property not already 
ossos:sed 10 lite 1975-76 full cash value may be reassessed to reflect l!lat valuation, For purposes ollhls 
(1) Tbe term ··...,..,;y constructed" shall no! include re<ll property wllicll is reconstructed aher a disaster, as 
aeclored by l!le Governor. where lite lair marl<etvalueollllat real property. ISJetoostructed, is comperallle to its 
value" ol real prpperty w!Jicll, siru lite most recent prior valuation date, has been 
coostructed, or to which • change in OWI1ersilip has occurred, shall oot exceed !he sum of 1he 
(A; property purt:l'.ased "' acquired !0< consi<lef1!bon alter lite 1975 assessment lite most recem 
purchase pnce. or. lor olher real property, 1he assessed value shown on lite 1975-76tlx bill (or any value rosultmg 
!ram a subsequent reassessment pursuant Ill Secbon 2(a)): 
{B) l!le d~rect cost olany new construction oo l!le real property since lite sales or valuation date applicable in 
Md 
(C) any >pplie«b!e annual adjustments or reducbO!lS described in Section 2(b)(1), 
The recent purchase pnce lor 1l1is purpose shall be 1he amount of any money transferred plus lite lair 
m.rke! valu• ol any ollter coosidet11bOO lrans!eml!l. 
(3) When l!lere is a change in ownership as to less !han lite entire'"" interest in d1rectiy beld real property, ool)l 
thai ~sser mterest shall be reappraised. 
(4) On aoo a!!er Marcil!, 1975, lor real prapertylllxation purposes, 1he value st!ooartls prescribed by Sectioo 
10 o! 1\rt!Ci< 13 of 1l1is Constitution and by st!tutes au!horized by Section 9 of Ar1icle 13 of 1l1is ConstitullOO, shaH be 
"full cash value" as !llat term is used in 1l1is Section and any lllx levied oo real property subject m 
such value slaooanls shall be governed by !his artide. 
SubdiVIsion (b) of Secti0112 of Article XIII A oll!le California Constitution is amended to read: 
(b) {1) The full cash value may refler:! from year 1o year an "annual adjustment'' lor inflabon not to 
percent lor any giYen year, Of reduction, as silOW!1 in !he Consumer Price index ol the Bureau ollabor 
United States Deportment of labor, under lite "All hems," or any index subsb!uled by l!le 
nl labor l!lerefor, lor lite area under or may be reduced to reflect substantial 
197fi.19n, 1977-1978, and 1978-1979 
years Arty assessee whose assessment any year contained an annual adjustment for the 
1977-1978, or 1978-197llassessmentyearshall be enn!led to refund of lllxes. or acred1t againstlllxos 
~ 1he legisla!lJfe so provides, in lite doQar amount of !he additionallllxes paid liS • resun of !hat anrwal 
adl!lSiment. plus irlterest•llbe ran. of 13 pen:olll from 1he date ol payment 
SECTION 5. Subd1vision (e) IS added to Section 2 of Article XII! A of lite California Cons!itJJiion, Ill read· 
(e) fo< purposes of StJbdiV!sion (a) 1he !elm "cllange in ownership" shall not include any intrafamily 
of real property between an OWI1er lhereol and any olher person or persons U lite pefSOfl or pers!li1S to 
whom mat property is transferred is or are members o! lite immediate family of !hat owner. This secllon shall apply 
to both voluntary transfer.; and transfers resulting !rom a coor! order or judicial decree. As used in this subdivision, 
of !he immed~ate family" of lite owner means parents, grandparents, srepparents, uncles. aunts, 
Slepchiklren, siblings, and ineal deSW!tlents of 1he owner, or !he guan!Wl or trustee for any olllte 
SecllOO 3 of 1\rtlde XIII A of 1he California Consli!ubon is amended Ill .....a· 
15. 1983, any"""' w "'any change in any w enocteo or aulhonled !>y i!le 
•weases amount of any levied upnn any illxpe)lllf, including bu! no! kmited Ill l!le 
BACKGROUND ON PROPERTY TAX 
Source: From 1984 Revenue and Taxation Reference Book, Assembly 
Revenue and Taxation Committee, January 1984 
• 
I 
e Tax Base: 
e Revenue: 
or Exemptions: 
TAX BASE 
stration: Board of 
assessors 
property (land 
mineral rights) 
to the property tax. 
all property is 
and railroad 
intercounty pipe 
are assessed by 
The local assessment 
The secured 
on which is ~~ 
taxpayer in 
fee is on the 
on this roll if owner 
All state-assessed 
roll .. 
imposed to 
prior to 
Alvord). 
In 198 
rates 
rates 
Fresno) . 
• 
• 
a sse 
• 
XIIIA 1 s assessment 
assessment 
contracts 
or completion of 
taxation for a 
, 
8 
'fable 1 
Assessment Practice Prior to 
Enactment of Supplemental Roll 
of change in ownership or 
completion of new construction 
Number of full months 
property avoided 
higher assessment ,-
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
Source: fornia Taxpayers Association. 
The assessment ratio is the established percentage Of 'lhe 
market prop~rty used for determining assessed 
Through 1980-81 it was 25%. Therefore property on 
which va was $60,000 had an assessed value 
$15,~00. property tax rate applied to the assessed 
4% plus indebtedness, for an effective rate of 1% of 
state to 
on 198 
assessment ratio was changed to 100% so 
now equals full value. The tax rate 1% 
so that the effective rate continues to 1% 
indebtedness. 
tax is expected to raise $8.592 billion for 
agencies in 1983-84. These revenues, plus 
and homeowner exemption subventions from 
local governments, are expected to be distributed, 
stributions, as shown in Table 2. 
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Revenue 
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For purposes of Article 
following terms: 
transfer 
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construction: Alterations or 
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new 
The state supports 
subventions, tax 
to taxpayers. Local 
subventions their 
ventory and homeowner 
tracts 
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Table 3 
Senior 
Williamson 
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Renters' Tax 
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Property Tax 
Tax 
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